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CONFERENCE - JULY 2016 
 

 
Conference delegates gather at the new STIHL Tree Walkway at Westonbirt Arboretum 

On 9th July Cotswold Tree Wardens were joined by friends and tree wardens from 
Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Monmouthshire and Somerset for our annual conference. 

The organisation of conference requires a number of separate arrangements to be brought 
together. We need speakers, and a venue indoors to accommodate this part of the day. As 
a day of talking, however interesting, can be a little too much and doesn't get us all out 
amongst trees, we aim to find a suitable outdoor venue to complement the talks. We need 
to find a date on which all of these can be brought together. We then of course need 
people to attend. Attendees are last, NOT least important, but last necessarily because we 
can't publicize conference properly without the content details. Of the other elements, 
which comes first? Do we find an outdoor venue, then speakers, or perhaps the speakers 
come first? 
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This year we were fortunate to obtain Ted Green, of the Ancient Tree Forum and the 
Woodland Trust, as a guest speaker.  Along with Pauline Buchanan Black, Director 
General of The Tree Council, and our friend and supporter, Guy Watson, Certhia 
Consulting, a full programme was assured.  With Ted's theme of tree archaeology, we 
wanted to look at some veteran trees.  To this end, we received the kind co-operation of 
Andrew Smith. Andrew took over from Simon Toomer a year ago as Director at Westonbirt 
Arboretum and agreed not only to take us on an afternoon tour, but to join us for the whole 
day. 

With all of this in place, it remained to find a suitable indoor venue. Research of available 
halls, with parking and catering facilities, led us slightly outside the Cotswold administrative 
area to Hawkesbury Upton.  Now we could circulate details to our own Tree Wardens, 
friends and other potential interested parties we had come across through the group.   

 
Ted Green leads a discussion on a veteran oak at Westonbirt Arboretum 

On the day, delegates were entertained by interesting presentations supported by slides 
from all three speakers.  After the usual buffet lunch the weather held for us to make the 
short trip to Westonbirt.  Here Andrew Smith introduced us to Curator, Mark Ballard and 
gave us a brief introduction to the recent changes at the Arboretum.  A short distance 
away is the veteran oak, shown above, where we discussed the protection, care and 
values of such venerable specimens. 

Many of the group had not seen the Tree Walkway before and we considered it as we 
crossed into Silk Wood.  Here we met Brian Williamson, who has been coppicing in the 
wood for 15 years, bringing back into management both oak and hazel. Taking a chance 
for a close look at some of his recent work, we were able to question him about his craft.  
There then followed a circular walk past many of the trees of Silk Wood with a pause at the 
ancient lime coppice. 

We will be publishing extracts from the morning presentations in our next issue of Tree & 
Leaf. 
 
 
 



MAY WALK - EYFORD PARK VISIT 25TH MAY 2016 
 

Host : Charlotte Heber-Percy 
 
Notes of visit by Diane Cresswell. 
 
Mike Hartnell welcomed us and Charlotte gave us a short history of the house and estate. 
 
The River Eye source is on the estate (it joins the River Dikler at Bourton-on-the-Water) 
and the river was dammed to create the lakes. The farm has mainly cattle with only a little 
arable land.  Charlotte's mother restored the house and grounds after the war. 
 
A local sculptor, Hamish Mackie, created the deer under the weeping beech.   
 
We visited the yew garden with its meandering lawn, where there is also a circular summer 
house with a conical roof. A fern border contains many varieties and there is a nice 
weeping cherry.  This area has a yellow side and a blue side. Specimen trees include 
beech, rowan, a Sorbus thibetica "John Mitchell" - Tibetan whitebeam - and Hippophae 
rhamnoides or Common sea-buckthorn. 
 
Moving on to the kitchen garden we surveyed various fruit and vegetables in raised beds 
and in the greenhouse for tender plants. Stepover fruit trees are at near-to-ground level.  
The nearby swimming pool has a lovely shrub and rambling rose border. Then follows a 
semi circular herb garden and a small enclosed orchard.   
 
At the front of the house is a circular drive with a prominent central sculpture of a swallow, 
also by Hamish Mackie. The drive is fringed by six ball-shaped evergreen oaks. In a side 
garden there is a summer house with four hollies. 
 
Passing a white-flowered crab apple we 
moved towards the entrance drive, pausing 
at the Aesculus carnea or Red horse 
chestnut, and walked down to the lakes.  
Here we saw small enclosed tree areas of 
relatively new planting.  There were wild 
flowers in abundance, including milkwort, 
pignut, selfheal and cowslip. The main lake 
has two islands with a lakeside walk, 
boathouse and dam.  Rounding the end of 
the lake we came across a stack of rocks 
topped with a large bronze of an eagle, 
nearby a mown area with specimen trees.  
 
Swans and 5 cygnets were enjoying the 
peace of the late evening and by the 
second lake we were careful to keep away 
from the mallard attempting to coax her 
ducklings from the small weir. Crossing 
back and up towards the house we met up 
with the herd of Stabiliser cattle and calves, 
a breed new to a number of us, but which 
Charlotte informed us are easy to keep. We 
terminated our walk through the stable 
courtyard with lovely views across the 
valley.  

 
Aesculus carnea at Eyford 



Our host kindly invited us in for drinks and 'nibbles' and the evening concluded with Mike 
presenting her with a certificate, some apple juice and a tree book.  It was an overcast 
evening but brightened by the surroundings and hospitality.  Thanks again, Charlotte. 

 

 
Even in overcast conditions, the surroundings of the large lake are impressive 

 
 



Those of you who weren't able to attend our joint meeting with the Royal Forestry Society 
in April missed some very interesting talks.  Fortunately we have obtained versions of 

them for you, reproduced here. 

 
MY LIFE IN ARBORICULTURE  

by GEOFFREY MARCH 
 

After an arguably mis-spent youth spent on the road with a folk rock band I reprogrammed 
myself in arboriculture, starting at the relatively late age of 27.  A year's course at Merrist 
Wood college and time spent both climbing and in management for the largest national 
company of the day gave me the confidence to start my own business five years later in 
1981.  Actually, there was a pretty bad recession at the time so I was laid off from the 
aforesaid company, jobs were practically non-existent and, with a new mortgage and first 
baby on the way... there was no choice!  By then I had joined the Arboricultural 
Association and this proved absolutely invaluable in keeping things on the right track, the 
fledgling company Tree Maintenance Ltd soon becoming an AA Approved Contractor.  As 
things progressed I was joined by business partner Steve Cullis, who took over the 
management of the contracting side, allowing me to study further and in due course 
become an AA Registered Consultant until my recent retirement.  But that's enough of all 
that - here is a small sample from the wonderful world of arboriculture that I encountered 
over the years. 
 
Contracting came both large and small, and demolishing this huge Cupressus macrocarpa 
at a smart property in Bath was definitely one of the former, involving a road closure, the 
lowering of 20 or so BT cables, giant skips and a 50 ton crane to lift everything out over 
the mews houses at the bottom of the landlocked garden.  You might just be able to see 2 
of the lads taking a novel journey to work: 
 
 

 

 

Saving trees is the real pleasure though.  A typical case in point was this copper beech 
which had some long-standing decay in the main stem that, with new housing going up 
nearby, might ordinarily have required its removal.  Knowledge of the particular attributes 
of the decay species here (Ganoderma) allowed a creative approach, with a subtle pruning 
of the extremities bringing a significant reduction in wind loading and increase in overall 
stability. 



Also at the more creative end of the scale, the rejuvenation of overgrown trees was always 
an interesting project.  Understanding the limitations of the species is crucial, as is the time 
of pruning, with yew being cut in spring. 
 

 

Irish yew 13 years after rejuvenation (Rodborough parish church) 
 

  

Overgrown beech hedge, before and after 
 

 
 
Over the course of my own career the 
proper understanding of veteran trees 
has really taken off, both in 
appreciation and in care (though this is 
still not universal I am sorry to say). 
Even in death they can continue to 
work their magic. A balance between 
public safety, habitat provision and a 
natural appearance can be achieved 
by, for example, the use of 'coronet 
cutting' of branch ends to mimic 
natural fracturing. 
 

 

 

A consultant will soon run into the dreaded issue of ....subsidence.  Firstly, trees can 
sometimes be assumed incorrectly to be a threat to buildings.  Classic subsidence (or 'non 
direct' subsidence), where roots extract enough moisture to shrink the soil, leading to a 
downward movement of the foundation, can only take place on a shrinkable soil and that 



effectively means CLAY.  So if clay is absent (as in much of the high Cotswolds), so is 
subsidence.  Mind you, proper analysis is essential and on occasions I would take soil 
samples by hand from well below foundation level, have them tested for shrinkability, and 
have professional root identification carried out.  
 

  

Whatever other problems these trees may be 
giving, subsidence is not one: clay is not present 
 

However when it does happen, 'non-direct' 
subsidence can be very dramatic and at this 
stage a structural engineer should certainly 
be involved 

 

By contrast, 'direct' structural damage happens when expanding roots physically lift a 
structure and can occur on any soils, but heavily loaded structures will withstand this 
perfectly well.  However a light garage, for example, could be vulnerable as well as paths 
and garden walls etc.  Be open to creative solutions to such problems though (and I wish I 
could claim this example as my own idea!): 
 

          

                'Direct' damage by tree roots...                   ...resolved! 
 

Decay evaluation is of course critical when risk assessing trees - this has progressed 
hugely in recent years.  As well as having a thorough grounding in visual evaluation, 
specialist techniques are available, with the 2 most valuable being the Resistograph (a 
very fine-bore drill with measured penetration of decayed/non-decayed wood) and Picus 
sonic tomography (completely non-invasive evaluation of cross-sectional area using sound 
wave technology).  It should be said though that both techniques require expensive 
equipment and considerable experience, and for the Picus I engaged a specialist provider.     



 

                

            Resistograph in use                            Picus tomograph showing cross-sectional decay 
 

Also vastly improved over the years is the control of inappropriate tree work through the 
planning system.  Many was the time I was grateful to Tree Preservation Orders, 
Conservation Area legislation and the provisions of the required British Standards in 
curbing a client's desire to wreak havoc on some unsuspecting  tree (sometimes through 
ignorance, sometimes not!)  The presence of roots, near a proposed building line for 
example, can also be detected in a completely harmless way using a compressed air 
Airspade with, in this case, a vacuum unit: 
 
 

 
Airspade (on ground) and vacuum unit exposing 
roots at depth  
 
 

Sometimes though I would get a real puzzler.  These 2 lime trees had been identical and 
in excellent health until one of them came into leaf a different colour.  
 
Everything appeared normal until I found that on the affected tree the cambium layer under 
the (otherwise intact and healthy-looking) bark had recently died, right the way round.  It 
turned out that there had been a lightning strike right overhead the previous autumn, and 
this had been sufficient to 'cook' the cambium layer without causing the typically explosive 
result of a major strike; however enough water could still pass up the deeper wood to allow 
the leaves to open.  But that tree was doomed... 



 
Perhaps the oddest case was this curious damage to an irate neighbour's Leylandii hedge 
alongside a development site: Again, going through the usual suspects left me stumped 
until the site manager said that some time before the damage showed up, a big 360 
excavator had taken out a trench 2 or 3 metres away, parallel to the boundary and... I will 
leave it to you to solve that one!  
 

 
 

 Mountain grey gum (Eucalyptus 
cypellocarpa), Victoria state 2007. 
Height 60m, trunk diameter 2.8m at 
base - and still 1.8m at 30m up! 

 

 
Finally, a few years ago Frankie and I visited Australia for 5 weeks and spent some time 
with an old friend from college days who works out there.  So naturally, and to prove that 
there is life in the old dog yet, he and I climbed a VERY BIG TREE!  
 
Geoffrey March 

 



Following Geoff's presentation above, came a joint effort from Barrie Wellington and Mike 
Hartnell, reflecting their business relationship: 
 

TREES FROM NURSERY TO PLANTING 
 
We started with Barrie Wellington (Owner of Elmcroft Tree Nurseries) giving an 
introduction to his business and its long-term history, followed by an explanation of the 
workings of this traditional family-owned tree nursery. He explained the diverse approach 
to managing the nursery and producing the native tree stock required in and around the 
Cotswolds. The selection and production of most of the tree species in the nursery is 
driven by his vast client base. Detailing some of his woodland owners and their 
requirements, most of his tree stocks are used for future timber production or the amenity 
landscape required for the prestigious AONB areas. 
 

 
Barrie Wellington's Elmcroft Tree Nurseries at Newent - Barrie uses the Root Trainer system to 

grow a large quantity of trees on site 

 
Barrie went on to explain the difficulties in predicting which tree species he should be 
producing as it takes several years to produce a viable transplant ready for general sale. In 
recent years disease has rampaged through our normal safe choices, such as the 
Common Ash.  As a result nurseries cannot second guess which trees should be 
produced. Barrie went on to say the outbreak of Chalara fraxinea (Ash disease) left him 
with over 20,000 plants in stock - none could be moved or sold. To date Barrie has yet to 
be compensated for this massive loss of tree stock.  Even after he was instructed to 
destroy the nursery stock, no tree health officer has given Barrie guidance as to what 
future trees are required. As he explained, an empty nursery for only one year can 
encourage even more trees being sourced from other countries - which is how most of 
these diseases infected our native tree population in the first place...  
 
Several years ago Barrie and Mike had a day in the Cotswolds with John Wier (Forestry 
Commission Industry Advisor). That particular day was spent discussing tree species that 
should be used as an alternative to our usual selection. This issue is still to be resolved.  
Therefore tree nurseries are left out on a limb in a business that is driven by producing 
healthy tree stocks. They are surviving only thanks to the good relationship with clients 
willing to continue planting those species which either i) they are confident in, or ii)  Barrie 
advises will grow, establish and continue to enhance the landscape in which we live.  
 



At this point of the presentation Mike Hartnell (Forestry Consultant) took over and 
discussed the practicality of moving young trees, planting them and also discussed in 
detail some of the management decisions being made today. Regardless of many factors, 
the sole aim for the forester is to establish the good healthy tree stocks supplied to him 
from the nursery.   
 
A forester's objective is always to produce quality stands of trees, however this requires 
very long term vision from numerous individuals including the woodland owner and the 
nurseries. Tree growers such as Barrie are a dying breed, they have so much knowledge 
and using all those years of experience to help guide us mortal foresters for the future is 
so important. Focussing on the amenity aspect of management does not come easy and 
we find that our decisions will be closely scrutinised in coming years, especially those 
wooded areas in the Cotswolds where landscape has always been a priority. 
 

Points made about the time and care needed in forestry management 
 

Mike went on to explain that the delay in any clear felling of commercial plantations is 
partly due to the restocking criteria. All conditional licences do stipulate restocking 
requirements, but species replacement is no longer clear.  Also, with no grants available 
for these operations, clear felling is now not a preferred option. That is why we are 
encouraging more silvicultural and continuous cover policies in and around the Cotswolds.  
This, we hope, will retain both a more diverse species mix within the woodlands and 
hopefully those mature trees that may be less susceptible to the latest diseases hitting 
English woodlands today. Our industry really hopes it will get positive restocking feedback 
and guidance from the Forestry Commission very soon. 
 
The main points that came from this evening talk are the close relationship between tree 
nursery, the client and the agent (forestry consultant).  With continuing support our 
industry will get through these difficult times. As we are being constantly told most of the 



Cotswolds hosts a minimum of 40% Ash tree cover. Therefore we have identified the need 
for positive action and we all agree this action is vital to retain the prestigious landscape 
we all take for granted today.  
 
Barrie Wellington, Mike Hartnell 

 

 
Sound seed  provenance, good trees and a close working relationship between  

professional nurseryman and forester will improve the standard of woodland to come 

 

 

 



GEOFF'S GARDENING CORNER 
 

Back to the Seventies 
 
I like conifers, whether they are upright, spreading, tall, short, yellow, blue, green or 
orange. Conifers have been out of fashion since the end of the last century but I’ve never 
been a follower of fashion so I never really noticed their absence at this year’s Chelsea 
Flower Show. I tend to think that if a plant fulfils a design function, then it is just as valid as 
whatever the current trend might be. Conifers come with some excellent characteristics: - 
mostly evergreen for year-round interest and structure, just about any shape or size you 
can imagine, fully frost hardy and hard as nails, easy to look after and finally they look 
good as either a single specimen plant or planted as a group or indeed, there are some 
fabulous examples of entire conifer gardens. The only minor drawback is that they don’t 
host a very high insect/animal/fungi count. Although their biodiversity credentials are 
lacking, they fulfil many other criteria and I hope they don’t stay in the design prison too 
much longer.  
 
Apart from falling from fashion they have also got a bad reputation via the problems 
caused by the fast growing and very big Leyland cypress tree often planted as a ‘quick 
hedge’. Unless you have an enormous amount of space I would steer well clear of using 
large growing conifers as hedging, because most species do not regenerate if pruned back 
into old wood. This is a distinct disadvantage in hedge plants and one which choices such 
as privet, laurel, beech, yew and holly do not suffer from.  
 
Some research before you buy a conifer will help to decide if it will tolerate the conditions 
in your garden, be it shade, damp, acid, alkaline, dry, windy, frost pocket or full sun. The 
library or the internet are good  places to see examples of the myriad choices available, 
but beware straying onto U.S. web sites because the American definition of frost hardy or 
other plant requirements do not always correspond to our climate and conditions. Finally, 
check to see if the ultimate spread and height will fit into your garden and also that its 
shape is going to work positively with everything else occupying the space. Of course, you 
could always visit some of the fabulous gardens in the Cotswolds that are open to the 
public and take a look at some mature conifer specimens that were planted back in the 
70s. 
 
Geoff Carr 
 
Editors note: The Royal 
Horticultural Society website 
suggests three possible conifers 
for the garden, Taxus baccata 
'"Amersfoort', Thuja plicata 
'Whipcord' and Xanthocyparis 
nootkatensis 'Green Arrow' - 
though the English version 
Nootka cypress is easier to 
pronounce! 
 
For impact in a really small 
garden, how about this ground-
hugging Juniperus procumbens 
'Nana' 

 
Juniperus procumbens 'Nana' MN 2007 by SEWilco/ cc-by-
sa-2.5 



JIM NUNN MEMORIAL TREE PLANTING 
 

On 9th May representatives of Cotswold 
Tree Warden Group joined Jean Nunn, 
Poulton residents and friends of the late Jim 
Nunn to donate a tree in his memory.  At the 
Playing Field, Mike Hartnell presented a 
Liriodendron tulipifera supplied by Barrie 
Wellington of Elmcroft Tree Nurseries.  Our 
good friend, Jean, planted the tree, which 
was blessed by Poulton vicar, Reverend 
John Swanton. Parish Council Chairman, 
Chris Davies responded on behalf of the 
community and everyone gathered for 
photos before a long walk - well, next door, 
actually - to the Village Hall for tea and 
cake. 
 
Those of you who came to Conference in 
July will be aware that your favourite cake 
and dessert provider is keeping her 
involvement with our catering 
arrangements, although she has 
relinquished her role as tree warden for the 
parish. 
 
The groups thanks go to Timothy Day and 
Haileywood Sawmill for their assistance with 
this event. 

 

 
 

SPECIALISTS IN CONTAINER 
GROWN TREES 

 
Tree planting made easy 

Plant our Container Grown Hedgerow & Woodland Trees 
Registered suppliers of Wildstar Wild Cherry Trees 

 
Send for free catalogue: 
Elmcroft Tree Nurseries 

Bradfords Lane, Newent, Gloucestershire, GL18 1QR 
Tel: (01531) 820454 
Fax:(01531) 821393 

TREE PLANTING TOOL AVAILABLE  
FOR EASY PLANTING 

 



BATSFORD ARBORETUM 
 

Escape the heat this summer under the cooling canopy of Batsford’s beautiful trees.  It’s 
the perfect way to spend the day, meandering along the streams and waterways soaking 
up the sight of our 56 acre arboretum in full leaf colour.  Ablaze with colour from the large 
herbaceous plant collection, it’s a great place to escape and unwind. 
 
Bring the kids in August and they can let off steam searching for the critters hidden in the 
Arboretum as part of the Big Batsford Bug Hunt, or enjoy a moment of solitude, soaking up 
the atmosphere and enjoying the stunning views across the tops of our trees to the 
Evenlode Valley beyond.  
 
All too soon we’ll be building up to our autumn spectacular when the arboretum is at its 
colourful peak! 
 
Forthcoming events at Batsford 
 
Qigong for your Health & 
Wellbeing, 12th August, 10am - 
1pm 
Join tutor and author Neil Hall in 
the beautiful setting of Batsford 
Arboretum to learn about the 
Chinese healing art of Qigong, and 
discover exercises you can do at 
home. The course costs £24.95. 
Places are limited so early booking 
is advisable. For more details / to 
book, visit www.lctkd.com/batsford 
 
Garden Design Workshop, 10th 
September, 10am-12noon 
Join professional garden designer 
Rob Howard for an informative 
workshop on creating a beautiful 
garden at home, whether you’re 
starting from scratch or plan to 
give your garden a quick make-
over. Rob will cover all aspects 
from developing a design concept 
through to planting and styling, 
with plenty of hints & tips. Visit 
www.batsarb.co.uk for more 
details. 
 
Craft Fair, Sunday 25th 
September, 10am-5pm 
Join us for a day of all things 
hand-made at the Batsford Craft 
Fair! Pick up some beautiful locally 
hand-made gifts, jewellery, cards, 
art and homeware. Entry is free. 
Visit www.batsarb.co.uk for more 
details. 

 

 
 



Fungus Foray, Saturday 29th October, 10.30am and 1.30pm 
Join the Cotswold Fungus Group for a walk through the Arboretum to discover the 
wonderful world of fungi. Walks take place at 10.30am and 1.30pm, places are limited so 
early booking is advisable. Visit www.batsarb.co.uk for more details or call 01386 701441 
to book. 
 
 

Batsford Arboretum, Batsford, Nr. Moreton-in-Marsh GL56 9AD 
Tel: 01386 701441 

www.batsarb.co.uk 
 

 

 
 

We are open every day from 10amto 5 pm 
 

- 55 acres of breathtaking trees and wild garden - 
- Freshly-baked food in the Garden Terrace Café - 

- Beautiful, quality plants, gifts & garden sundries - 
- Expert gardening advice - 

- Unique, shabby chic interior design ideas from the Applestore - 
- Family fun in the Cotswold Falconry Centre - 

 
 
 

 

 



COTSWOLD TREE WARDEN GROUP - FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
 

Here are details of remaining 2016 events: 
 
Please note that there is a contribution of £2 per person for each event (unless otherwise 
stated) to assist towards group costs. 
 
 
Saturday 1st October 2016 – Full Day  (including AGM) – What Tree Wardens Do – a 
day for existing Tree Wardens, interested people and Parishes, based at The Polo 
Club, Cirencester Park.  
Jon Stokes, Programme Director at The Tree Council, will lead the day. A light buffet will 
be served and a £2 contribution would be appreciated.  This event is open to all.  Further 
details available soon. 
 
Sat/Sunday 8th/9th October - Orchard Apple Picking Weekend, Barton House 
Orchard, Cirencester. 
 
Bring a bag and pick for yourself from a selection of apples. Any donations at the 
discretion of pickers. 
 
Full details for these and other events as they arise can be found at our website or direct 
from Ann Jones - details on the back page.   
 

 

 
 
 



 
 

Baunton Tree Warden, Anne Milner, has interests elsewhere in the plant world. She has a 
book being published this summer.  Readers may be interested in the advance information 
on it, reproduced below. 

 
 

 



 

APPLE TREE PLANTING AT BARTON HOUSE ORCHARD 
 

 
Barton House Orchard in blossom and with spring flowers  

 
In April, Daglingworth Tree Warden, Tim Donohoe, joined in with a tree planting at Barton 
House Orchard.  Our supporter, Frank Gardner, had been looking after young saplings in 
his adjacent garden but now they were ready to take vacant spots in the orchard.  Don't 
expect any crop this October for Apple Picking Weekend, but hopefully there will be many 
others! 

 

 
Ann with Frank Gardner, his gardener and Tim Donohoe - plus Paris the dog! 

 

 
 



 

 

 
TREE AND LEAF 

ETC. 

 Have you or your parish any interesting items or events which you would like to 
report on in Tree and Leaf?   

 Have you places to visit you wish to share? 
 

Please submit any articles to Ann Jones, either electronically to twgcotswold@yahoo.co.uk 
or by post addressed to 161 Alexander Drive, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 1UQ.   
 

Visit The Cotswold Tree Warden Group Website 
http://www.cotswoldtreewardengroup.org.uk/ 

 
 

COTSWOLD TREE WARDEN GROUP - SUPPORTED BY: 
 

BATSFORD ARBORETUM AND 
 GARDEN CENTRE,  

 
CHARLTON ABBOTTS FORESTRY LTD, 

 
 COTSWOLD ESTATES AND GARDENS LTD, 

 
COTSWOLD TREE SURGEONS, 

 
 FARMINGTON TREES, 

  
MDH FORESTRY SERVICES LTD,  

 
TREE MAINTENANCE LTD. 
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